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Boston Godfrey Hotel Enhances Guest Experience While Reducing Carbon
Footprint with InnSpire Charging Devices

	Boston, MA (2018-06-04) ?InnSpire is pleased to announce the recent implementation of one of its most recent technological

innovations at the prestigious Boston Godfrey Hotel. Renowned for its award-winning solutions for hotels, InnSpire products are

designed to enhance guest experiences and at the same time help hotels provide better entertainment while driving more sales.

The beautiful Godfrey Hotel, located at the aptly named Downtown Crossing in Boston, is a luxury boutique hotel offering upscale

accommodations and personalized service.  Hotel General Manager Larry Casillo is a big fan of innovation that drives an improved

guest experience, which is why the Godfrey choose to partner with InnSpire. The InnSpire Wireless Qi Charger conveniently allows

guests to charge their own compatible device by just placing it on the pad. The remote control charges wirelessly, completely

eliminating the need for batteries.

 

?The Godfrey Hotel was actually the first hotel in Boston to offer InnSpire's ?Guest Streaming? technology,? says Casillo. ?Now we

are delighted to also offer InnSpire's Qi charging devices, which allows our guests to charge their own devices wirelessly. We see

this as another favorable step forward in helping our guests feel right at home!?

Larry Casillo, Hotel General Manager at the Boston Godfrey Hotel

Easily plugged into a wall socket or USB cord, and conveniently placed on a bedside table or desk, this innovative solution is sure to

prove itself invaluable to hotel guests.
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?The sheer convenience of the Qi Charger is something that hotel guests will truly appreciate,? says InnSpire CEO Martin

Chevalley. ?Plus, with no need for batteries, it results in labor saving and a lower carbon footprint. It ultimately means thousands of

saved batteries and less waste, which is a huge benefit for the environment.?

About TheBoston Godfrey Hotel

One of the most highly rated hotels in the Boston area, the Godfrey Hotel is located in the downtown area within easy walking

access to many of the city's most popular destinations, including Boston Harbor, the Boston Opera House and Boston Public

Garden.  First opened in 2016, the hotel offers luxurious accommodation and superior customer service.
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